
TRANSFORMING IDEAS INTO SUCCESS.

Innovative, all-in-one solutions for 
POS, outdoor advertising, trade fairs + events

120 years of innovation



POINT OF SALE

We help you to seduce customers.  
So your ideas sell.
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OUTDOOR  
ADVERTISING

We love grand appearances.  
So your ideas are the talk of the town.
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We bring emotions to life. 
So your ideas put smiles on faces.

TRADE FAIRS + EVENTS
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We are much more than a printing company. 
So you can celebrate more success.
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We love your ideas 
as though they were our own.

KL Druck is a partner for every solution.

We take care of every step in the production process for orders of any size. From image 
editing to advertising technology, from digital printing, screen printing and offset printing to 
global delivery and installation. For 120 years, we have been offering unparalleled service, 
and today employ 300 members of staff who are fully committed to our customers day after 
day, and who create what no machine can: trust.
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We are connected worldwide, 
and in action for you 24/7. 
So you can relax.

For many of our customers, we produce campaigns for use in 
numerous countries. This calls for outstanding logistics, to bring 
consistently high quality to the point of sale or poster location quickly 
and reliably – including transport and customs clearance.

Over the years, we have established an excellent network of highly 
qualified partners, who we work with across international borders to 
ensure that everything runs smoothly, no ifs, no buts. For example, 
on behalf of a large German auto manufacturer in Shanghai, we 
oversaw the printing and installation of the entire trade fair graphics 
for the Shanghai Motor Show, as well as providing quality assurance 
– bringing unbounded joy to our customer.
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We are point of sale experts.

POINT OF SALE
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We don’t think in printing techniques.  
We think in wows.

POINT OF SALE

The point of sale is the moment of truth. This is where the consumer decides whether or 
not all of the effort and investments in communication, in the product and in the equip-
ment have paid off. We support our customers with everything that makes their brands, 
products and campaigns shine – and triggers buying impulses. Whether it’s with printing 
technology, lighting technology, or a combination of both. From store branding and alter-
nating communication areas to all the conventional POS tools.

Since we master every printing technique, we have an uncompromising, excellent idea up 
our sleeve to meet any requirement. And to make sure your ideas don‘t just look good on 
paper, we are happy to organise delivery and installation as well.

Products for 
the point of sale

Stickers

Floor graphics

Ceiling hangers

Textile printing

Frameless solutions

Banners

Lenticular pictures

Backlit posters 

Stand displays

Pricing

Block posters

Photo wallpapers

Window backgrounds

Security cover of cardboard,  
PVC or fabric
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There’s a good reason why lots of brands 
have worked with us for a long time:  
our joint success.

POINT OF SALE

Everyone knows that chocolate makes you happy. And we give it our all to make our 
customer Lindt happy. We often get the chance to do this, not only on the traditional 
holidays like Easter, Christmas, Valentine’s Day and Mother’s Day. Our expertise is also 
called upon when it comes to elaborate product launches.

Our KL experts work with the project managers at Lindt to bring exclusive special 
decorations to life at the point of sale, not only to draw the attention of shoppers with a 
sweet tooth. Manufacturing oversized reproductions requires a sure instinct and many 
years of experience in production. We are only happy once we’ve got chocolate lovers’ 
mouths watering – and business booming for our customer.
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OUTDOOR  
ADVERTISING

We set standards in outdoor advertising.
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With outdoor advertising, you can generate maximum attention among a wide target group. 
Your messages are registered and make an impact – consciously and subconsciously. 
Your advertisements on posters and columns can’t be ignored and ensure maximum 
acceptance among consumers compared to all other advertising media. Outdoor 
advertising makes you visible.

Be it a large area, mega light, city light, column or huge poster: KL Druck will produce 
any print-run for you, from a single unit to a large run, in screen printing, offset printing 
or digital printing. We are happy to support you in your media planning as well, or in the 
execution of your campaign throughout Germany or Europe.

Our employees are also experts when it comes to transport advertising. They are familiar 
with all the dimensions and unique features of different vehicles (buses & trains, cars, trucks 
and aeroplanes) – so the creation can be precisely coordinated down to the millimetre and 
produced to the very highest quality standards. To make sure nothing goes wrong, we of 
course take care of its professional application on site ourselves. And as we want this to 
last as long as possible, we only use the best inks, as well as providing a guarantee of up 
to five years.

We probably know each other by sight.  
Around the world.

Products for 
outdoor advertising

18/1-posters

Mega Lights

Full columns

City-Light columns

City-Light posters

Personalized posters

Building wraps

Banners and flags

Traffic boards

Window stickers

Floor graphics

Advertising for trams

Advertising for busses

Aeroplane advertising 

Truck advertising / branding

Car advertising / branding

OUTDOOR ADVERTISING
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We have an all-in-one solution for anything. 
Whether it hangs, drives or flies.

OUTDOOR ADVERTISING

When the Professional Association for Outdoor Advertising (FAW – Fachverband 
Aussenwerbung e.V.) launched the first nationwide out-of-home generic campaign in its 
50-year history and engaged KL Druck to produce the posters, that was reason enough 
for us to be a little proud. We put the slogan “Outdoor advertising hits the mark. Every 
time.” down on paper in such brilliant quality that it couldn’t fail to hit its target.

On roads and squares, at underground and train stations, in airports and shopping centres 
and in retail chains, the vividly coloured images quickly became real head-turners. Clearly 
everything was done right: the campaign scored top marks in terms of public advertising 
impact and was a complete success – to which we were able to contribute.
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TRADE FAIRS + EVENTS

We create a world for your brand.
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Trade fairs and events offer you an especially 
good opportunity to charge your brand with 
emotion. With presentation walls, banners 
and ceiling canvases from KL Druck, you will 
give a spectacular performance, which is 
guaranteed to remain firmly etched in visitors’ 
minds – even if you only have a small space 
available. If you wish, KL Druck will take 
care of everything for you, including on-site 
installation: this is our full service for you.

Transform your trade fair stand into the 
centre of attention, to pique visitors’ interest 
from near and far. KL Druck offers you the 
complete spectrum of services to showcase 
your brand in a unique way – guaranteed 
to arrive on time in absolute top quality. 
Thanks to its extreme depth of manufacturing,  
KL Druck can offer you all production graphics 

and, together with its Europe-wide logistics 
concept, the associated installation as well.

We’re ready for your big show.  
With everything that comes with it.

TRADE FAIRS + EVENTS

Products for trade 
fairs and events

Banners and flags

Textile solutions

Displays

Rear walls

3D-letters

Floor graphics

Stickers

Guidance systems

Illuminated frames

Profile technique

Special structures

Advertising techniques

Erection/installation
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The 24-hour Le Mans race is the ultimate motorsport event. It’s all about skills and 
teamwork – just like at our company.

For many years, we have been part of the Audi team as a full-service provider for special 
events. We don’t just make sure that all systems are go before the event, but also on site. 
We’ve set up a printer unit and roll cutter directly at the racetrack, so that we can react 
as quickly as possible to requirements. This is simply all part of the service, when we 
take care of the project management. On top of this are the “usual” things: our team put 
several thousand square metres of banners, fabric, self-adhesive film, transparent prints 
and neon signs in the right light over the entire racetrack, on the roads leading to it, on the 
stands and in the numerous special structures.

Of course, all in record time.

If you want to impress visitors and competitors, 
our services are just the ticket.

TRADE FAIRS + EVENTS
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FULL SERVICE

We are thirsty for action.  
So you can focus on the job at hand.
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We know how many contact people you 
want to equip 4,000 stores in 46 countries  
in ten days: one.

FULL SERVICE

Offering you an unparalleled service – this has been KL Druck’s mission for four generations. 
How do we manage this? By sparing no effort to constantly enhance our service in all 
areas.

KL project management experts coordinate the entire production process: from data 
management to three printing methods, from finishing to individual packaging and 
shipping. To meet our customers’ demands, we have steadily grown and have increased 
our office, warehousing and production space. What’s more, we have the world’s largest 
offset printing machine with a UV offset option for plastics, self-adhesive film, PP, PE 
and textile advertising media, and we are the leading beta tester for XXL digital printing 
machines.

Whether it’s the tiniest price tag or international poster campaigns: with the most stringent 
internal quality assurance processes, KL Druck guarantees perfect quality for each and 
every one of your print projects.

Our services
Advice & conceptual design

Planning & coordination

Project management

Production

Product specific storage

Packaging

Transport + logistic

Quality assurance

Installation

Maintenance
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A worthy welcome for the German Pope Benedikt XVI: 45 by 64 metres, 2,880 square 
metres for each side of the building, 2,470 kilos weight. An incredible act in itself.

But the actual magnificence of this project can not only be seen in the huge banners, 
but in the effort behind them. If you think it’s easy to hang an XXXL pope poster from 
the listed Axel-Springer-Haus in Berlin, you’d be wrong. Structural analyses, safety 
requirements, wind force and fire safety were just some of the areas our KL advertising 
engineers had to find solutions for. The development of special holding clamps for window 
frames and a tailor-made holding structure on the roof are just two examples besides 
countless administrative aspects that our team took care of during the top secret project 
organisation, planning and implementation – and all without any help from above.

We are constantly  
redefining full service.

FULL SERVICE
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TECHNOLOGY +  
SOLUTIONS

We’re more than just passionate printers.  
We’re also consultants,  

logistics specialists and technicians.
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We possess technologies  
before they are even on the market. 
Because we’re the first stop when printing 
machine manufacturers test their new products.

TECHNOLOGY + SOLUTIONS

Digital printing
All formats

All printing materials

All colour systems

Screen printing
All formats

All printing materials

Luminous, metallic and effect colours 

Spot coating

Offset printing
Sheet formats up to 151 x 205cm

UV offset option for PVC, self-adhesive 
film, PP, PE and textile advertising media

Finishing
Plotting up to 3m web width 

Film cutting

3D letters

Punching

Display processing

For more than a decade, the KL Druck team has been the first stop for the latest 
developments by the leading manufacturers of digital printing machines. This is a position 
that we have worked hard for over the years and from which our customers can benefit 
in every print job.

Of course, we are not sitting back and relying on our top position: we continuously strive 
to optimise the efficiency, quality, costs and environmental compatibility of our printing 
technologies, colour systems, materials and workflows. In doing so, we always make 
sure we use cutting-edge technologies. For instance, following a development process 
lasting many years and a complex test programme, the beta test for the latest and most 
productive machine from HP Scitex, the HP Scitex FB11000, was successfully completed. 
Because “impossible” is not in our vocabulary.
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We’re proud of our dedicated employees 
and state-of-the-art machines. Only this 
combination delivers uncompromising quality.

With our capacities in digital printing, screen printing, offset printing and UV offset printing, 
we can provide the perfect solution to meet any printing requirement in any format and 
on any material for outdoor advertising and the point of sale. Let your ideas run free and 
develop the visualisation strategy to achieve your goals: the KL Druck team will not spare 
any effort to bring your concepts to life, exactly as you wish and in the best possible 
quality – for the success of your products.

TECHNOLOGY + SOLUTIONS
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HISTORY

We’ve been growing for 120 years.  
Because we never run out of ideas.
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We’ve always been innovative. HISTORY

A multitude of innovations have shaped the success story of KL Druck, which started 
120 years ago with the founding of a “Neographic Institution” (Neografische Anstalt) by 
Wilhelm Kürten in Cologne. Game-changing inventions and patents trace back to the 
company’s pioneering spirit. A focus on the customer, quality and efficiency are values  
KL Druck has nurtured from the very beginning – and it will continue to do so in the future.

We look forward to discovering new paths. With you.  
To transform ideas into success.

1896 Wilhelm Kürten founds a “Neographic Institution” in Cologne

1930 Development of a patented printing system called “Trockenlichtpausanlage”

1948 Incorporation of flat printing and screen printing 

1969 Introduction of offset printing

1982 Rudolf August Kürten invents the ground-breaking screen printing blade for 
reproducible pattern screen printing

1992 KL Druck puts the first digital printing machine into operation and becomes an 
authorised 3M Scotchprint processor

1996 In the anniversary year, Rolf Kürten takes over the management of the company 

1997 KL Druck establishes a development partnership with Scitex Vision (HP)

2004 Beta tester for MAN-900 XXL offset 

2007 Beta tester for KBA 205/UV offset

2008 Introduction of textile printing

2009 Beta tester for HP FB 7500

2010 Introduction of green technology in digital printing 

2011 Construction of the new, state-of-the-art digital printing centre

2013 KL Druck tests the HP Scitex FB10000 in the beta phase 

2015 Installation of the most powerful textile printing system Durst Rhotex HS

2016 Installation of the Durst Rho 1312

Perfect solutions don’t just require vision and experience, but also the latest technologies, to 
realise your ideas with us. As the innovation partner to high-profile machine manufacturers 
and material producers, we always keep up with the latest technology and the possibilities 
this brings. Our mission is to harness the current trends and innovations for your ideas. 
KL Druck can bring to life today what is only presented to the rest of the world tomorrow.
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Kürten & Lechner GmbH 
Ernst-Reuter-Straße 3 
51427 Bergisch Gladbach  
Germany

Phone:  +49 2204 209-0 
Fax:  +49 2204 209-99 
E-mail:  info@kldruck.de

www.kldruck.com


